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Abstract
A bijection between binary trees, with nodes labelled black or white, and a black node never having a white right child, and
ternary trees is given. It is simpler than another bijection that has recently appeared in this journal.
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Recall that a binary tree is recursively defined: either the empty tree, or a root node, together with a left and right
binary (sub)tree. Similarly, a ternary tree has three children: a left, a middle, and a right child. Empty subtrees are
often not drawn.
We consider the subclass of 2-binary trees, where
• nodes are labelled black or white,
• the root is labelled black, and
• a black node cannot have a right daughter labelled white.
It was shown in [1] that these trees are in bijection with ternary trees
(
and henceforth enumerated by 12n+1
(
3n
n
))
.
In this note we provide another bijection, which is simpler.1 Furthermore, it preserves more of the structure of the
tree. The basic idea is that, when is forbidden, any sequence of nodes connected by right edges must have labels
white . . . white, followed by black . . . black. We translate the restricted 2-binary tree recursively into a ternary tree
from the root to the leaves, by leaving right edges intact, and connecting the translated right subtree to the root as the
right(most) subtree. Now, we look locally at the root, its left subtree and the longest chain of right edges, viz.
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1 We do not describe the bijection of Gu et al. here, to keep this note short and crisp.
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We remove the edge between the white and black nodes (printed in boldface), thus splitting the left subtree of the root
into two trees, the white and the black tree. The transformed versions of them go to the left resp. middle subtree of
the root. Intuitively, the meaning of the 3 subtrees is white, black, right. (There might be no white or no black nodes;
if so, the “black” resp. “white” subtree will be empty, and thus an empty tree will be attached in the ternary tree as
the left resp. middle subtree.) As already said, this procedure is continued recursively. It leaves the right structure, and
uses the left and middle subtrees for a canonical split of the left subtree. It is best understood by an example, given
step-by-step. The nodes of the resulting ternary tree are displayed as diamonds, in order to distinguish them; empty
subtrees are not displayed.
It is not hard to see that the procedure can be reversed. Here is a short description. Given a ternary tree, we distribute
color to the nodes as follows: The root is black, and a left successor of an already colored node white, a middle
successor black, and a right successor the same color as the node already colored. Once this is done, we proceed in a
bottom-up fashion and attach the (transformed) middle subtree at the rightmost “end” of the left subtree.
For the reader’s convenience, we include Table 1 with all 12 trees with 3 nodes, as they correspond.
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Table 1
Trees with 3 nodes, as they correspond
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